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Executive Summary
Sector leaders
outperform their peer
average by two to three
and a half times on
critical financial KPIs.

Based on interviews with senior executives and objective
benchmarking, this report discusses developments in Competency
and Capability Management (CCM). It focuses on organisations
that manage large asset bases and complex supply chains or
deliver mission critical programs and projects. It outlines current
executive thinking on leveraging human capital to deliver best-inclass business performance, addressing major challenges, current
business drivers and future trends.

Highlights
• Awareness of the need for and value of CCM is rapidly moving out
of the HR department into the Board room.
• Best-in-class CCM results in sector leaders outperforming their
peer average by two to three and a half times on critical financial
KPIs.
• Sources of Value
‣‣ Uncommon Wisdom: The highest value enabled by good
CCM is avoiding major incidents and enabling successful bold
business decisions.
‣‣ Common Wisdom: Many companies justify investment in CCM
based on maintaining and motivating staff, but find returns are
marginal at best.
• Focus for Investment
‣‣ Uncommon Wisdom: Developing the capability of senior
portfolio and project managers offers the highest financial
returns, but investment at this level is sparse in most sectors.
‣‣ Common Wisdom: Many companies make significant
investment in competency development of trades, semi-skilled
and unskilled labour with little measurable benefit.
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Best Practice
• Constant improvement of CCM methods and frameworks
driven by corporate KPIs and competitive benchmarking.
• Adoption of published standards to form the basis of
competency frameworks.
• Reaching out to best-in-class organisations in other sectors
to uncover proven best practices that may be suitable for
adoption.
• Internal operations and project academies to discipline and
accelerate the development of corporate capability.
• Board level appointments specifically to handle CCM
development.

Trends
• A focus on senior management
capability frameworks and soft skills for
portfolio and programme management.
• A focus on behavioural capability as a
key enabler of performance.
• The use of IT to facilitate global
interventions for Just-In-Time/
Just-Enough upskilling, personnel
recruitment and assignments.
• Case study and scenario based
learning, and facilitated sharing of best
practices, for critical management
positions.
• Extending CCM throughout entire
supply chains.
© Sunilraj.raj / CC-BY-SA-3.0
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Business Drivers
• Major operational and project failures have been and will
continue to be the main driver for investment in competency
and capability management.
• Commissioning authorities and prime contractors increasingly
demand proof of competency and capability through their
supply chains.
• Governments track Competency and Capability management
of key suppliers.
• Growth in organisational and project complexity means that
demand for experienced portfolio, programme and project
managers will exceed supply.
• Wealthy developing countries are creating unprecedented
global demand for experienced management and skilled
trades. Demand is set to double by 2025, an increase
that cannot be met with traditional approaches to staff
development and education.
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A Definition of Competency and
Capability Management
Top performers
create advantage
by excelling in how
they uniquely map
capability against
corporate goals.

In the organisations surveyed for this report, the definition of
competency and capability management varies widely. For the
purpose of this document we define it as follows:

Competency is a measure of a person’s qualifications,
required to undertake specified roles. It often
relates to paper based qualifications, professional
body membership, workplace experience and
vocational learning.
Capability is a measure of a person’s, team’s or
organisation’s ability to succeed. It includes
behavioural characteristics such as trustworthiness,
leadership, influence and commercial awareness.
Management (of Competency and Capability) means the
ability to capture and quantify the competency and
capability of the people in an organisation, map
it to roles and optimise acquisition, development,
retention and motivation of staff to maximise
organisational performance.

Many organisations adopt proven competency management
standards to ensure parity with their peers. Top performers create
advantage by excelling in how they uniquely map capability against
corporate goals.
Based on work done with sector leading companies, Online Profiling
and The Project Academy maintain an Index of Competency
and Capability Management (CCM). This measures maturity and
effectiveness, allowing organisations to benchmark themselves
against their peers and best-in-class performers from other sectors.
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CCM Measurably Impacts Profits
Project intensive
companies report
increased profits of over
£1bn within 2 years.

CCM has significant positive impact on operational business
performance and on the success of major asset intensive
businesses, projects and programmes. This is most evident where
the work to be done is complex and where highly skilled personnel
and experienced management are needed.
Commitment to and maturity of CCM is highly variable across and
within most sectors. Regardless of sector, companies with the best
CCM in their sector show a significant and measurable advantage
in profitability and growth potential over competitors with weaker
CCM maturity. Leaders are reluctant to publish their successes,
emphasising the importance of competitive advantage, but projectintensive companies report increased profits of over £1bn within 2
years from adopting strategic CCM.

Best The best CCM employs IT enabled feedback loops
that match behavioural and vocational abilities
to shifting corporate goals. It has active and
ongoing executive sponsorship. It identifies profit
opportunities and gaps, and fills them through flexible
working practices and optimised skills acquisition,
reassignment and development interventions.
Poor Bad CCM practice focuses just on vocational
competency, paying little attention to higher
value management capability. It lacks executive
sponsorship, with the task of managing it devolved
down to hard-pressed HR departments. In many
cases it consumes significant investment with poor
returns due to absence of objective measurement
and lack of alignment with corporate goals.
Absence In certain sectors only a small number of
leading organisations practice good CCM, but most
other participants make little or no investment,
preferring to leech off the skills development
efforts of the leaders. In some cases there is little
or no awareness of the value or need for CCM.
The results of this behaviour are clearly revealed
in the CCM Index, with high staff turnover rates,
companies demonstrating poor profits and many
companies going out of business.
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A Compelling Case for Investment
The meaning and perceived importance of CCM varies from sector
to sector. In Aerospace & Defence, CCM maturity is highest. It is
widely regarded as essential and its implementation is often rigorous
and pervasive. In this sector, CCM is directly credited with improving
profit and maintaining market share. It is crucial for excellence
in product delivery and management of risk. Any shortcoming in
design, production or maintenance can result in catastrophic events.
Assigning the right people to each role in order to deliver right-firsttime is important. For this sector, good CCM is non-discretionary
and in most cases regulatory compliance or competitive pressure
mandates a high level of CCM.
In sectors with low CCM maturity, it is less pivotal for risk avoidance
and primarily improves the bottom line by lifting efficiency in the
business. For example, in Construction imperfections are tolerable,
with remediation methods used to address excursions from
specification or plan. Best practice means that key personnel should
be well matched to the work at hand but much of the workforce need
not be so carefully assigned. CCM in such a context tends to be less
disciplined than in Aerospace and Defence.

Class Leading CCM Leads to Market
Advantage
For all sectors, the Index shows that good CCM is a potent
differentiator between companies with the lowest versus highest
profit performance and growth in market share. It is not unusual
for the highest performers to beat the average by a factor of two
or more. Interestingly, this finding applies regardless of whether
a sector’s perspective on CCM is sophisticated and assertive or
relatively simple and lower key.
In light of this, it is no surprise that sector leaders, in all industries,
regard investment in CCM as a strategic lever driving profitability
and growth, reducing risk, and helping to capitalise on changing and
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unstable market conditions. Given the high correlation between
strong CCM and outstanding business performance, as well as
growing adoption and improvement of CCM tools and methods,
companies with weak CCM are increasingly at a disadvantage.
While still sparsely exploited in most sectors, proven CCM
techniques and tools are now available. Basic solutions are
readily implemented, scalable, and produce good results.
Where take-up of best practice remains poor, a tactical focus
on CCM could be considered low hanging fruit and can turn
an underperformer around. Investment is usually triggered by
the scare of a major operational or project failure, or a life and
environment threatening (or actually damaging) event.

Basic or Advanced, CCM offers Benefits
For companies that underperform their sectors’ performance,
basic and proven CCM should be considered as a low
cost, rapid and reliable way of catching up by leveraging
existing resources, acquiring and retaining high performing
management and staff.
Where CCM is mature and used extensively, there is value
to be claimed, but doing so requires innovating beyond what
is currently available off-the-shelf. Willingness to undertake
innovation in CCM is part of what distinguishes the highest
performers in a sector from lower ranking competitors. Their
high financial productivity makes them able to afford large and
often speculative investments in leading edge CCM.
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The Competency and Capability
Management Index
The CCM Index measures individual organisations against
their peers and sector versus sector. It quantifies impact
of CCM maturity, allowing objective comparison despite
variations in the way CCM is implemented within a sector.
Business performance of companies in a sector is ranked
comparatively. A rating of 1.0 represents sector average
performance.
A glance at a few sectors (Figure 1) not only shows the

average performance of major companies in the sector, but
also how tightly the companies tend to cluster. Examining
performance with the Index eliminates common biases,
focusing attention on how effective companies tend to be in
a sector and how much room for improvement there is for
underperformers in a sector.
Noting the variance within a sector, along with maturity
(see Figure 4) gives us an indication of where to look to
find effective CCM strategies. For example, low variance in
Aerospace and Defence correlates with the sector’s significant
investment and experience. All sectors can gain by studying
this sector. The high variance in Oil and Gas means that
under performers in this sector might look to their own
sector leaders for solutions.
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Oil & Gas
Top performers include:

High
Sector
Variance

Chevron
Conoco Philips
Exxon Mobil
Premier Oil

Information Technology
Top performers include:

Intuit
Oracle
CA Technologies

Pharmaceutical

Top performers include:

AbbVie
Amgen
Pfizer
Roche

Figure 1: This sample
of sectors implies
that in all sectors the
companies with bestin-class CCM have
corporate performance
that is more than twice
their sectors’ average.
Comparing variance
tells us where to look to
drive the best results.

Health Care
Top performers include:

AmerisourceBergen
Cardinal Health
HealthSouth
Owens & Minor

Design, Engineering &
Heavy Construction
Top performers include:

ABB Ltd
NCC AB
Kiewit

Low
Sector
Variance
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Aerospace & Defense
Top performers include:

Dassault Aviation
General Electric
Northrop Grumman
Raytheon
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What Indexing Tells Us
Indexing objectifies
the true value of
investment in CCM.

Indexing identifies high performing sectors and organisations,
objectifying the true value of investment in CCM.

Maturity Driven by Risk Mitigation
In sectors with across-the-board high CCM maturity, most
companies have demanding standards in place. A company in these
sectors will need to innovate in order to take its performance beyond
its rivals. This sector profile is most likely where project, product or

operational failures can pose risk to life and/or the environment, and
that reflects on the reputation and survival of the companies. Either
CCM is subject to regulation or corporate governance has mandated
high levels of care to protect shareholders, or both. The cost of
attaining and maintaining high levels of capability performance is
significant relative to revenue, but it is regarded as a necessity. Other
sectors can learn much from the way technology is used in such a
sector to drive performance, often on a large scale.

Major Failures Drive Change
Executives in leading
companies cite
investment triggered
by a major incident
or project failure.

Copyright 2015

Sectors with poor average performance and high variability indicate
a small number of companies within the sector excelling in CCM.
The leaders’ high performance is reflected in their growth in market
share and profitability. The cost of attaining high performance is
high compared to marginal operation models, so investment is
likely to have been hard won. Executives in leading companies cite
investment in CCM, triggered by a single major incident or project
failure that had searing consequences.
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CCM Needed to Attract and Retain
Skilled Staff
Sectors with high performance and high variance tend to be
capital intensive in markets where the long-term structural
demand for experienced management and skilled trades
exceeds supply. The ability of sector leaders to maintain high
levels of competency and capability in operational, portfolio
and project management and to retain staff at all levels is a key
factor in attaining their exceptional performance. Leaders in
these sectors have made long term commitments to CCM with
strong executive sponsorship and comprehensive employee
retention mechanisms. Investment decisions are driven by
financial imperatives so they provide good practical input for
Return On Investment case studies.

Commissioning Bodies and Clients
Demanding Evidence of Effective CCM
Sectors with low capability and low variability are dominated
by political decision making. They include major public sector
infrastructure and social projects and rarely pose a major risk
to life or the environment. Failure is frequent, but usually small
and the financial consequences have not threatened company
survival. Contracting methods in such a sector lack meaningful
sanctions and therefore lack accountability. For companies
operating in these sectors, it is difficult to maintain an effective
workforce development strategy to match the leading sectors.
However, increasing demand by contract awarding bodies to
demonstrate competency and capability, combined with lack
of progress to date, offers a relatively easy opportunity for
aspirational leaders to put in place basic elements of CCM by
adopting tools and methods already used in stronger sectors,
and by doing so they can gain a market advantage.
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Sector Example – Oil & Gas
A few companies top the Oil & Gas sector dramatically. Much
of the sector clusters conspicuously at lower ratings. Oil & Gas
does not have pressures such as razor-thin profit margins that
push other sectors to focus intensely on CCM.

Oil & Gas

Figure 2: Oil & Gas is an example of
low general performance with high
variability. Good CCM is discretionary,
with the companies that choose to
invest reaping significant rewards. The
top performers are Chevron, Conoco
Philips, Exxon Mobil and Premier Oil.

Leading companies in the sector have
experienced catastrophic accidents at
staggering financial cost with lasting
detrimental effects on brand value.
Investment in CCM has been directly
justified by these events. The difference in
performance between best-in-class and the
rest of the sector is large.
Although even underperformers in this sector
can make money, leaving potential profit
unrealised still hurts them. High performers
enjoy enhanced availability of funds for
exploration and development, allowing them
to more aggressively pursue discovery of
and production from new hydrocarbon
reservoirs. As the most easily exploited oil
fields become depleted and reserves become
more challenging to extract, high competency
and capability gives the leaders an everincreasing advantage.
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Sector Example – Aerospace & Defence
Aerospace & Defence is intensely competitive, performs extremely
complex work and fanatically seeks perfection. Any failure in this
industry’s work can have catastrophic results, including substantial
loss of life and expensive project failure. The primary driver behind
CCM’s prevalence and sophistication in this industry is to achieve
excellent quality and minimize risk. Compared to other sectors,
boosting profitability and market share are secondary as drivers.

Aerospace & Defense

Figure 3: In Aerospace & Defence
external pressures have resulted in
similar high maturity for CCM across
all companies with little opportunity
to differentiate. Leading companies
are pushing CCM maturity into their
supply chains. Top performers are
Dassault Aviation, General Electric,
Northrop Grumman and Raytheon.

Much of the sector clusters in or near the highestperforming levels. This sector includes some of
the most mature, heavily IT-enabled CCM, as well
as considerable integration of CCM with enterprise
systems such as supply chain management,
programme management, human resources (HR)
and state-of-the-art training delivery. Technologyenabled solutions and transient external expertise
are aggressively leveraged to make widespread
adoption practical and economically feasible.

© Jeff McNeill / CC-BY-SA-3.0
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CCM at all of these companies covers
the general workforce, but is also applied
extensively to personnel being groomed for or
serving in company leadership roles. It is on
the leading edge of Capability management
and considerably beyond the much easier
management of Competency. A company
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Sector leaders
extend CCM into
their supply chains.

with high capability in its leadership and management as well
as competence in its general workforce operates with high
organisational capability, resulting in sector leading
financial performance.

Across the board,
Aerospace and
Defence spend 4
to 5 times more
on developing their
staff than Information
Technology and
Health Care
companies.

Sector leading companies do not stop the commitment to CCM
at their own boundaries. They extend good CCM into their supply
chains. The acceleration of this behaviour has sweeping implications
for companies that sell products or services to larger entities. Prime
contractors or commissioning authorities increasingly look for
evidence of CCM throughout their supply chains to reduce the risk of
failures and serious incidents. Suppliers need not be at the bleeding
edge of CCM innovation, but they should consider adopting the CCM
principles and tools that have been pioneered by their larger clients.

Sector to Sector CCM Maturity
CCM maturity differs widely from sector to sector. Top performing
Aerospace companies invest much more in their people than do
Healthcare and IT companies. Across the board, Aerospace and
Defense spend 4 to 5 times more on developing their staff than
Information Technology and Health Care companies.

Aerospace & Defence
Oil & Gas
Pharmaceutical
Design, Engineering & Heavy Construction
Health Care
Information Technology
Figure 4: The maturity of CCM greatly varies from sector to sector.
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Most companies do not need to innovate new CCM solutions in
order to gain value. They can get good returns by emulating leaders
in their sector, or they can adopt tools and methods used in a sector
that is higher on the CCM maturity scale.

The Impact of CCM is Not Uniform
throughout the Workforce
Investment in
Operations and
Programme
management yields
higher returns
than investment in
labour and trades.

In most organisations CCM lacks feedback, resulting in wasted
investment in staff development. In some sectors the biases of
political pressure, economic inducements (e.g. training subsidies)
and supplier push have led to a cottage industry of training and staff
development for the larger part of the workforce: general labour and
skilled trades. Conversely, investment in more senior operational
and programme management is poor. Efforts to improve CCM
often perpetuate this imbalance instead of examining whether the
allocation is wise.

Through Indexing, we can discover the true value of various
investment strategies. As shown in Figure 5 (consolidating results
from all sectors), investment in Operations and Programme
management yields much higher returns than investment in labour
and trades, typically more than eight times higher.
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Level of
Employee

Maturity of Best
Competency Model

Level of Competency
Against Best Model

Profit Potential of
Improved CCM

Opportunity
to Add Value

Corporate
Manager

Medium

Operations
Manager

High

Programme
Manager

High

Project
Manager

Medium

Skilled
Trade

Low

Labor

Low

Figure 5: The highest value comes from development of senior operational
and programme managers, but this is the most difficult area to address.
Across all sectors line management projects are under-skilled despite this
being an area where it is easy to add value. While there may be a shortage
of trades and labour, addressing this is not on the critical path to exceptional
organisational performance.

Labour and Skilled Trade staff tend to need competencies that are
readily tested and easily taught. The competency models are highly
mature, often standard and off-the-shelf. The people filling these
roles have come to the organisation with most of the skills required
to do their work. Improving CCM for these roles can only have a
marginal impact on corporate performance with little opportunity to
gain value from market advantage.
While Operations and Programme Managers need competencies,
they also have a higher need for capability. Capability (see definition,
page 7) tends to be unique for a particular organisation, requiring
aggressive recruitment and retention strategies, specific study and
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professional development programs. Capability in individuals is best
determined by experience and reputation. Capability Management is
a much younger discipline, offering organisations with the desire to
lead an opportunity to create market advantage that directly results
in high financial performance.
Good practice in CCM for project and in some sectors programme
management is mature, with high correlation between investment
and profitability or project success. However, there are still many
large, project intensive organisations with poor CCM. Their lack of
performance can be evidenced by rates of project failure, excursions
from plan and staff turnover.
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Value Drivers for CCM
How does good CCM deliver value?

Factors Impacting Performance

Source of Value

1

Avoiding major incidents and risk to life and
environment

Avoiding the cost of loss of reputation and
remediation

2

Catastrophic operational, programme and
project failure

Avoiding loss of project value and reputation

3

Enabling successful bold decisions

The ability to acquire, divest and develop
assets and value chains to create differentiated
value versus peers

4

Positive and negative excursion from plan

Maintaining operational flexibility to gain more
margin or avoid loss through scope creep

5

Increase bid/win performance

The ability to drive higher margins, lower cost
of sales and better growth in market share

6

Acquisition, retention and motivation of
premium skills

Reducing staff acquisition and development
costs while maintaining best-in-sector skills

1. Avoiding incidents and risk to life and
environment
Major incidents are
the single biggest
cost of human
failure across all
sectors.

Copyright 2015

Major incidents are the single biggest cost of human failure across all
sectors. Lack of consideration in governance and financial modelling
means this is often overlooked as a driver for excellence in staff
development. Its impact is immediate and it can drag down the
performance of the business for many years after the incident. The
experiences of Exxon with Valdez, BP with Deepwater Horizon, Union
Carbide with Bhopal, NASA with Challenger, and Grünenthal with
Thalidomide are testimony to the costs. Most of these types of failures
can be attributed to a lack of Capability in operational management.
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2. Catastrophic operational, programme and
project failure
This driver applies to sectors where the contracting of major projects
or asset management arrangements between organisations is most
prevalent. Examples include major infrastructure, rail, oil & gas
platforms and large IT projects. Many large companies do not now
exist because of a single major project failure. Executives in sector
leaders cite a major project failure that threatened their company’s
existence for subsequent strategic investment in CCM.
Rarely are the competencies of labour and trades a real issue.
Failures can be attributed to inexperienced leadership’s inability to
manage expectations on both the supply and demand side. Lack
of accountability and sanctions built into a company’s or whole
sector’s operating model are often to blame. The cost is sometimes
exacerbated by inability to manage reputational issues in the press
and client base.
Introducing Capability Management to avoid issues requires either a
big but survivable scare or considerable executive vision; trying to fix
the problem as a failure is happening is not possible.

3. Enabling successful bold decisions
Most large organisations are relatively slow to react to market
opportunity and lack the ability to make major investment or
restructuring decisions. The safe bet is usually steady, incremental
change unless external factors force a major decision.
On the other hand, sector leaders are renowned for their ability to
repeatedly innovate to create shareholder value. They create new
markets, disrupt existing markets and restructure their own asset
base. Their performance is traceable to a small number of highly
capable senior decision makers with the ability to map organisational
change and development to external opportunities. Notable
examples are Virgin in consumer services, Apple in consumer
technology, Amazon in retail, Toyota in automotive and Du Pont
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in materials technology. Chris Anderson’s book The Longer Tail
describes very well the characteristics of organisations that are able
to manipulate and create new opportunities.

4. Positive and negative excursion from plan
Top performing organisations have exemplar Competencies and
Capabilities employed in developing plans and in their subsequent
execution. Half the problem is in structuring the optimum plan,
making it stretch to maximise value but remain manageable in
delivery.
A key part played by CCM is the improved retention of high value
staff that can be trusted to deliver results irrespective of their formal
roles and responsibilities. The right performance management is
key, allowing organisations maximum flexibility to reassign staff to
capitalise on market opportunities and unforeseen problems.

5. Increase bid/win performance
Indirectly, this is an area that can deliver very high return on
investment in CCM. It applies mainly to companies that bid for large
projects on a commercial basis. An opportunity currently exists due
to the poor attention most companies pay to a particular aspect –
by focusing on sector leading capabilities of the small number
of commercially oriented people that position and win contracts,
profitability and market share can be enhanced.
Directly, competencies available to meet the needs of a given bid
request are clear with good CCM in place. This enables proposals to
be made with higher confidence and less contingency. Better bids
can be objectively demonstrated, leading to consistency in bid wins,
higher margins and lower cost of business acquisition.
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6. Acquisition, retention and motivation of
premium skills
CCM is a key component in a virtuous circle. Studies have shown
that people succeed best at work for which they have appropriate
skills, and success tends to produce feelings of satisfaction. CCM
helps a company hire people with the right skills, boost their skills
appropriately, and match workers with work for which they are
suited. It also contributes toward employee retention not only
through their satisfaction, but also by improving the company’s
ability to pay them appropriately.
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Conclusion
Executive Attention
Being able to evidence good practice in CCM is now viewed by executives
in many large companies, commissioning bodies and prime contractors as
a key to ensuring operational and programme or project success.

Proven Business Benefits
For businesses involved in the commercial delivery of projects, throughout
their supply chains investment in achieving best practice is becoming
essential to win bids and deliver profitable assignments. The case for
investment in the development of management involved in strategic
decisions is compelling, with proven cases for higher bid/win ratios, better
margins, and fewer failures. Leading organisations are coy about their
successes, reflecting the competitive advantage their investments deliver.

Get the Basics Right
For organisations that are considering advances in Competency and
Capability Management to drive performance, significant gains can be
made from implementing, at the least, basic competency frameworks for
key roles.

Measuring Soft Skills – Leveraging Technology
The emerging trend for class leading companies is to measure high value
and rare soft skills to drive differentiated performance in higher levels of
management. Throughout all levels of the workforce, organisations are
closing the loop, using IT to match skills to organisational needs and to
develop management and staff on a Just-In-Time/Just-Enough basis.
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Further Information
For further information about the Competency and
Capability Management Index, this report or the authors
please contact:
Bonnie D. Huval (Research Lead)
Email: bonnie.huval@ccm-index.com
Telephone: +44 (0)121 288 1440
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